The advent of high throughput technologies has led to a wealth of publicly available biological data coming from different sources, the so-called 'omics data (transcriptomics for the study of transcripts, proteomics for proteins, metabolomics for metabolites, etc). Combining such large-scale biological data sets can lead to the discovery of important biological insights, provided that relevant information can be extracted in a holistic manner. Current statistical approaches have been focusing on identifying small subsets of molecules (a 'molecular signature') that explains or predicts biological conditions, but mainly for the analysis of a single data set. In addition, commonly used methods are univariate and consider each biological feature independently. In contrast, linear multivariate methods adopt a system biology approach by statistically integrating several data sets at once and offer an unprecedented opportunity to probe relationships between heterogeneous data sets measured at multiple functional levels.
I. Introduction
The advent of novel 'omics technologies (e.g. transcriptomics, proteomics, metabololomics, etc) has enabled new opportunities for biological and medical research discoveries. Commonly, each feature from each technology (transcripts, proteins, metabolites, etc) is analysed independently through univariate statistical methods such as ANOVA, linear model or t-tests. Such analysis ignores relationships between the different features and may miss crucial biological information. Indeed, biological features act in concert to modulate and influence biological systems and signalling pathways. Multivariate approaches, which model features as a set, can therefore provide a more insightful picture of a biological system, and complement the results obtained from univariate methods. In mixOmics we considered multivariate projection-based methodologies for 'omics data analysis Meng et al. (2016) because of several appealing properties. Firstly, they are computationally efficient to handle large datasets, where the number of biological features (usually in the thousands) is much larger than the number of samples (usually less than 50). Secondly, they perform dimension reduction by projecting the data into a smaller subspace while capturing and highlighting the largest sources of variation from the data, resulting in powerful visualisation of of the system under study. Lastly, they are highly flexible to answer various biological questions (Boulesteix and Strimmer, 2007) : mixOmics multivariate methods have been successfully applied in several recent studies to identify biomarkers in 'omics studies ranging from metabolomics, brain imaging to microbiome and statistically integrate data sets generated from difference biological sources (Labus et al., 2015; Cook et al., 2016; Guidi et al., 2016; Mahana et al., 2016; Ramanan et al., 2016; Rollero et al., 2016) .
In this paper, we introduce the mixOmics multivariate methods developed for supervised analysis, where the aims are to classify or discriminate sample groups, to identify the most discriminant subset of biological features, and to predict the class of new samples. In particular, our two novel frameworks were implemented for the integration of multiple data sets. DIABLO enables the integration of the same biological N samples measured on different 'omics platforms with (N-integration, Singh et al. 2016) , MINT enables the integration of several independent data sets or studies measured on the same P predictors (P-integration, Rohart et al. 2016a ). One of the main challenges in N-and P-integration is to overcome the technical variance among 'omics platforms -either between different types of 'omics, or within the same type of 'omics but generated from several laboratories, to extract common information. To date, very few statistical methods can perform N-and P-integration in a supervised context. For instance, N-integration is often performed by concatenating all the different 'omics datasets (Liu et al., 2013) , thus ignoring the heterogeneity between 'omics platforms, or by combining the molecular signatures identified from separate analyses of each 'omics platform (Günther et al., 2012) , thus disregarding the relationships between the different 'omics functional levels. With P-integration, statistical methods are often sequentially combined to accommodate for technical differences among studies or platforms before classifying samples. Such sequential approach is not appropriate for the prediction of new samples as they are prone to overfitting (Rohart et al., 2016a) . Our two promising frameworks have the high potential to lead to new discoveries by either modelling relationships between different types of 'omics data (N-integration) or by enabling the integrative analysis of independent 'omics studies and increasing sample size and statistical power (P-integration).
The present article introduces the main functionalities in mixOmics, presents our multivariate frameworks for the identification of molecular signatures in one and several data sets and illustrates each framework in a case study available in the package.
II. The mixOmics R package.
mixOmics is a user-friendly R package dedicated to data exploration, mining, integration and visualisation. It provides a wide range of innovative multivariate methods for the analysis and integration of large data sets in several settings (sparse PLS-DA, DIABLO and MINT, Fig. 1 ) with appealing outputs such as (i) insightful visualisations of the data whose dimension has been reduced with the use of latent components, (ii) identification of molecular signatures and (iii) improved usage with common calls to all visualisation and performance assessment methods (see a list of those S3 functions in Suppl. S1).
Multivariate projection-based methods. The multivariate dimension reduction techniques implemented in mixOmics perform unsupervised analyses such as Principal Component Analysis (using NonLinear Iterative Partial Least Squares, Wold 1975) , Independent Component Analysis (Yao et al., 2012) , Partial Least Squares regression (PLS, also known as Projection to Latent Structures, Wold 1966), regularised Canonical Correlation Analysis (rCCA, González et al. 2008) and Generalised Canonical Correlation Analysis (rGCCA, based on a PLS algorithm Tenenhaus and Tenenhaus 2011), multi-group PLS (Eslami et al., 2013a) as well as supervised analyses such as PLS-Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA, Nguyen and Rocke 2002b,a; Boulesteix 2004) , and recently GCC-DA (Singh et al., 2016) and multi-group PLS-DA (Rohart et al., 2016a) .
While each multivariate method aims at answering a specific biological question, the uniqueness of the mixOmics package is to provide novel sparse variants to enable the identification of key predictors (e.g. genes, proteins, metabolites) in large biological data sets. Feature selection is performed via 1 regularisation (LASSO, Tibshirani 1996) , which is implemented directly into the optimisation of the statistical criterion specific to each method. Such criterion include the maximisation of the most important source of variation in the data, of the covariance or correlation between different 'omics sets, or of the segregation of a categorical outcome of interest. Solving the optimisation criterion enables to seek for latent components and loading vectors. Latent components are linear combinations of the original predictors, where each predictor is assigned a coefficient indicated in the loading vectors. The ourrefore, linear multivariate methods reduce the dimension of the data into a space spanned by a few components, by projecting the samples into a smaller, interpretable space.
In mixOmics methods, the parameters to choose include the total number of components, also called dimensions H, and the 1 penalty on each dimension for all sparse methods. Contrary to other R packages implementing 1 penalisation methods (e.g. glmnet, Friedman et al. 2010 , PMA, Witten et al. 2013 , and it order to improve usability of the methods, the 1 parameter is solved via soft-thresholding and equivalently replaced by the number of features to select on each dimension. In our multivariate models, the tuning of the number of features to select is performed via repeated cross-validation. The result is a selection of a subset of correlated features that best discriminate the outcome and constitute a molecular signature.
Historically, our first methods were dedicated to the integration of two 'omics data sets (González et al., 2008; Lê Cao et al., 2008 , 2009b , or the discriminant analysis of a single 'omics data set (Lê Cao et al., 2011) . The integrative methods presented in this manuscript focus on the integration of multiple biological data sets to address cutting-edge biological and biomedical questions.
Implementation. mixOmics is fully implemented in the R language and exports more than 30 functions for either performing a statistical analysis, tuning its parameters or visualising its results. mixOmics mainly depends on the R base packages (parallel, methods, grDevices, graphics, stats, utils) and recommended packages (MASS, lattice), but also imports functions from a limited number of other R packages (igraph, rgl, ellipse, corpcor, RColorBrewer, plyr, dplyr, tidyr, reshape2, ggplot2) . In mixOmics, we provide generic R/S3 functions to assess the performance of the methods (predict, plot, print, perf, auroc, etc) and visualisation the results (plotIndiv, plotArrow, plotVar, plotLoadings, etc) as described in the next paragraph.
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Figure 1:
Overview of the mixOmics multivariate methods for single (sparse PLS-DA) and integrative (DIABLO and MINT) 'omics supervised analyses. X denote a predictor dataset, and Y a categorical outcome response.
Integrative analyses include N-integration (across studies generated on the same N samples and different types of predictor features), and P-integration (the same P predictors are measured on independent studies). See also Suppl. S1 for a summary of the different method call and plot functions.
Currently, seventeen methods are implemented in mixOmics to integrate large biological datasets, amongst which twelve have similar names (mint).(block).(s)pls(da) (see Table 1 ) as they are wrappers of a single main hidden function of mixOmics. The wrapper functions check and shape the input parameters before passing them to the hidden function that extends the SGCCA algorithm (Tenenhaus et al., 2014) to perform either N-or P-integration. The remaining four statistical methods are PCA, sparse PCA, IPCA, rCCA and rGCCA. Each statistical method implemented in mixOmics returns a list of essential outputs which are used in our S3 visualisation functions.
Graphical outputs to visualise multivariate analysis results. mixOmics aims to provide insightful and user-friendly graphical outputs to interpret the statistical and biological results, some of which were introduced in González et al. 2012 . Thanks to R/S3 functions as listed in S1, the function calls are identical for all multivariate methods implemented in the mixOmics package, as we illustrate in the next sections. We provide various visualisations, including sample plots and feature plots, which are based on the component scores and the loading vectors, respectively. Here we list the main important visualisation functions in mixOmics.
• plotIndiv (Sample plot): represents samples by plotting the component scores. Such plot visualises similarities between samples in the small subspace spanned by the components. For the integrative methods described in Sections V and IV, samples from each data set, or each study are represented on separate plots, allowing to visualise the agreement between the data sets at the sample level. Confidence ellipse plots for each class can be displayed.
• plotArrow (Arrow representation): plots the components scores associated to either X data (start of the arrow) or Y outcome (tip of the arrow). As such, short arrows indicate a good discrimination of the classes. In the case of N-integration, the start of the arrow indicates the centroid between all data sets for a given sample and the tips of the arrows the location of that sample in each data set. In that specific case, short arrows indicate a strong agreement between the matching data sets, long arrows a disagreement between the matching data sets.
• plotVar (Correlation circle plots): displays features selected by the multivariate method. Each feature coordinate is defined as the Pearson correlation between the original data and the loading vector for each dimension (see González et al. (2012) for a detailed description). Correlation circle plots are particularly useful to visualise the contribution of each feature to define each component (feature close to the large circle of radius 1), as well as the correlation structure between features (clusters of features). The cosine angle between any two points represent the correlation (negative positive, null) between two features.
Both plotIndiv and plotVar offer usual plot arguments to display symbols, colours and legend. Graphic styles include default ggplot2, graphics, lattice and 3D plots.
• cim (Clustered Image Maps): heatmap plots to visualise the distances between features with respect to each sample. By default we use Euclidian distance and complete linkage method.
For the specific case of N-integration, the function cimDiablo represents the selected features from the different data sets.
• network (Relevance networks): represents the correlation structure between features of different types. A similarity matrix representing the association between pairs of features across all components is calculated as the sum of the correlations between the original features and the loading vector across all dimensions of interest h = 1, . . . , H (see González et al. (2012) for more details). Those networks are bipartite and thus only a link between two features of different types is represented.
• plotLoadings: represents the loading coefficient of each feature selected on each dimension of the multivariate model. Features are ranked according to their contribution to the component (bottom to top), colors indicate the class for which the mean (or median) expression value is the highest (or the lowest) for each feature. Such graphical output enables more insight into the molecular signature, especially when interpreted in conjunction with the sample plot.
Other graphical outputs are available in mixOmics to represent classification performance of multivariate models using the generic function plot. The listing of the functions for each framework presented here are summarised in Suppl. S1.
General notations. We assume each data set has been normalised using appropriate techniques specific for the type of 'omics platform. Let X denote a data matrix of size N observations (rows) × P predictors (e.g. expression levels of P genes, in columns). The categorical outcome y is expressed as a dummy matrix Y in which each column represents one outcome category and each row indicates the class membership of each sample. Y is of size N observations (rows) × K categories outcome (columns). We denote for all a ∈ R n its 1 norm ||a|| 1 = ∑ p 1 |a j | and its 2 norm ||a|| 2 = (∑ p 1 a 2 j ) 1/2 . For any matrix we denote by its transpose.
III. Multivariate analysis of one data set
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Projection to Latent Structure (PLS, Wold 1966) are popular multivariate methods for supervised analyses. In mixOmics we mainly focus on PLS methods for their flexibility to solve a variety of analytical problems (Boulesteix and Strimmer, 2007) . PLS regression (Wold, 1966) was originally developed for unsupervised analysis to integrate two continuous data sets measured on the same observations. We introduce here a supervised version, called PLS-Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA, (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a; Barker and Rayens, 2003) , a natural extension that substitutes one of the data set for a dummy matrix Y. PLS-DA fits a classifier multivariate model that assigns samples into known classes, with the ultimate aim to predict the classes of external test samples where the outcome is often unknown.
Example of data matrix decomposition for single 'omics analysis. The predictor matrix X is decomposed into a set of components (t 1 , . . . , t H ) and associated loading vectors (a 1 , . . . , a H ), Y is the outcome coded as a dummy matrix and combined linearly (see exact formula in Equation (1)). X h is the deflated (residual) matrix starting with X 1 = X, for h = 1 . . . H the dimension of the model (number of components). 
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where X h , Y h are the residual (deflated) matrices extracted from each iterative linear regression (see Lê Cao et al. 2011 for more details). The PLS-DA model assigns to each sample i a pair of H scores (t i h , u i h ) which effectively represents the projection of that sample into the Xor Yspace spanned by those PLS components. As H << P, the projection space is small, allowing for dimension reduction as well as insightful sample plot representation. Note that the projection into the Y-space is of no use for a Discriminant Analysis as PLS-DA.
Feature selection with sparse PLS-DA. We developed a sparse version of PLS-DA (Lê Cao et al., 2011) which includes an 1 penalisation (Tibshirani, 1996) on the loading vector a h to shrink some coefficients to zero. Thus, for each dimension h = 1, .., H, sPLS-DA solves:
where λ h is a non negative parameter that controls the amount of shrinkage in a h . The component scores t h = X h a h are now defined on a small subset of features with non-zero coefficients, leading to feature selection that aims to optimally maximise the discrimination between the K outcome classes in Y.
Prediction. Once fitted, the (sparse) PLS-DA model can be applied on an external test setX of size (N test × P) to predict the class of new samples (see Lê Cao et al. 2011 for more details). The predict function outputs the predicted scores for each test sample. Since the predicted scores are expressed as continuous values, a prediction distance must be applied to obtain the final predicted class membership. Distances such as 'maximum distance', 'Malhanobis distance' and 'Centroid distance' are provided (see Figure 3B1 ).
Choice of parameters.
One important parameter to choose in PLS-DA and sPLS-DA is the number of components, or dimension of the model, called ncomp in mixOmics. While this parameter has mostly been ignored from the PLS-DA literature it plays a crucial role to ensure maximal prediction accuracy. Our experience when analysing a large number of 'omics data sets has shown that ncomp = K-1 was usually sufficient to summarise most of the discriminatory information from the data (Lê Cao et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2016) . The second parameter to choose pertains to the λ h penalisation parameters for sPLS-DA, which was replaced by the number of features to select on each component with the argument keepX.
The tune function performs repeated cross-validation (CV) for a user-input grid of keepX values to assess. The keepX parameter that leads to the best prediction accuracy of the model is reported for each component. Prediction accuracy is evaluated according to the overall classification error rate, or the Balanced Error Rate (BER) for unbalanced number of samples per class. Both measures are calculated on the left-out samples set during the CV procedure, and averaged across the repeated CV runs. The number of folds in CV depends on the number of samples N and can be specified in the function, with a sufficient number of run (e.g. nrepeat = 50-100). In the case of small N, leave-one-out validation is advised and nrepeat is set to 1. Additional outputs from the tune function include 1/the stability of the selected features across all CV runs, which represents a useful measure of reproducibility of the molecular signature and 2/receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and Area Under the Curve (AUC) averaged using one-vs-all comparison if K > 2. Note however that ROC and AUC criteria may not be particularly insightful as the prediction threshold in our methods is based on a specified distance as described earlier.
An additional option that we developed and implemented for all tune function in mixOmics is to tune and fit a constraint model. The process is as follows: once the optimal keepX value is chosen on one component, the model is fitted with the specific keepX, and the resulting feature selection is then fixed for the tuning of the following component. In other words, the tuning is performed on the optimal list of selected features (keepX.constraint) instead of the number of features (keepX). Such strategy was implemented in the sister package bootPLS and successfully applied in our recent integrative study Rohart et al. (2016b) . Our experience has shown that the contraint tuning and models improve the performance of the methods. We illustrate an example in Suppl. V.
The tuning step must be conducted with caution to avoid overfitting results, as widely described in the literature (see for example Ambroise and McLachlan 2002) . Our tune procedure performs repeated CV, reports the frequency of selected features across all repeated CV folds and the classification error rate for each keepX value. Once ncomp and keepX for each component are chosen, the final PLS-DA or sPLS-DA model is fitted on the whole data set and the final performance can be obtained with the perf function that also performs repeated CV (see Suppl. V).
Extensions of PLS-DA for repeated measurements and 16S microbiome data. PLS-DA and sPLS-DA were extended to account for repeated measurement designs, as described in Liquet et al. (2012) by specifying the argument multilevel in the plsda and splsda functions. Recent extensions in the package include sPLS-DA analysis to identify microbial communities for 16S data with an additional logratio argument to account for compositional data in microbiome experiment , see also our mixMC framework in www.mixOmics.org/mixMC).
Usage in mixOmics. Figure 3 illustrates the different graphical outputs obtained when analysing a single data set from unsupervised to supervised analyses. The data set analysed is a microarray data set available from the mixOmics package investigating Small Round Blue Cell Tumors (SRBCT, Khan et al. 2001 ) of 63 tumour samples with the expression levels of 2,308 genes. Samples are classified into four classes: 8 Burkitt Lymphoma (BL), 23 Ewing Sarcoma (EWS), 12 neuroblastoma (NB), and 20 rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS). The aim of this analysis is to assess similarities between tumour types, using Principal Component Analysis (Fig. 3A) , to classify the different tumour subtypes with PLS-DA ( Fig. 3B ) and to identify a molecular gene signature discriminating the tumour types with sPLS-DA (Fig. 3C ). The full pipeline, results interpretation and associated R code is available in Electronic Suppl. V.
IV. Integration of heterogeneous data sets with DIABLO
The integration of multiple 'omics datasets measured on the same N biological samples (Figure 1 ) is based on a variant of the multivariate methodology Generalised Canonical Correlation Analysis (GCCA, Tenenhaus and Tenenhaus 2011; Tenenhaus et al. 2014) , which, contrary to what its name suggests, generalises PLS for N-integration. Our recent development DIABLO further improved the implementation of GCCA to include feature selection in a supervised framework and in a user-friendly manner (Günther et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2016) .
Method.
We denote Q 'omics data sets X (1) (N × P 1 ), X (2) (N × P 2 ), ..., X (Q) (N × P Q ) measuring the expression levels of P q 'omics features on the same N biological samples, q = 1, . . . , Q. GCCA solves for each component h = 1, . . . , H:
where λ (q) is the penalisation parameter, a
h is the loading vector on component h associated to the residual matrix X (q) h of the data set X (q) , and C = {c q,j } q,j is the design matrix. C is a Q × Q matrix of zeros and ones which specifies whether datasets should be correlated; zeros when datasets are not connected and ones where datasets are connected. Thus, it is possible to constraint the model to only take into account specific pairwise covariances by setting the design matrix (see Tenenhaus et al. (2014) for more details). Such design thus enables to model a particular association between pairs of 'omics data, as expected from prior biological knowledge or experimental design. DIABLO Discriminant Analysis in mixOmics extends (3) to a supervised framework by replacing one data matrix X (q) with the outcome dummy matrix Y.
Prediction. DIABLO includes several predictions strategies such as a majority vote and a weighted vote. Both are based on the predictions obtained from each 'omics dataset via the X Color key g820  g1772  g430  g1991  g1708  g1049  g566  g368  g2253  g1954  g1319  g1645  g1074  g1327  g336  g545  g1389  g246  g1980  g779  g52  g1298  g348  g29  g803  g1671  g2117  g36  g1330  g1917  g979  g469  g1093  g2047  g483  g603  g2  g129  g372  g1896  g174  g2046  g910  g2083  g1030  g338  g2159  g1353  g1003  g1955  g1911  g1194  g1110  g229  g1799  g971  g1888  g2050  g2203  g819  g1775  g1263  g719  g1091  g1924  g1158  g758  g1606  g335  g846  g1386  g123  g585  g783  g836  g1434  g2000  g975  g422  g976  g823  g879  g742  g2199  g417  g1804  g2157  g1601  g236  g1764  g255  g3  g1776  g1198  g1698  g695  g1369  g1862  g1829  g1460  g1348  g1730  g2258  g400  g1007  g956  g1579  g597  g2241 g1389  g246  g1954  g545  g1319  g1074  g1327  g2050  g1645  g2117  g1772  g1888  g348  g2253  g566  g368  g1980  g336  g1708  g29  g36  g1298  g1330  g979  g971  g469  g820  g1093  g1194  g1671  g52  g1799  g1917  g1110  g779  g229  g1991  g803 g1003  g1954  g1389  g246  g1319  g1327  g545  g1074  g1955  g1645  g2050  g509  g2117  g187  g1980  g1207  g1772  g1884  g1194  g1888  g1911  g2253  g336  g348  g1708  g2046  g174  g368  g910  g566  g1896  g1298  g165  g29  g1030  g2159  g36  g1353  g166  g1723  g603  g971  g2  g338  g1932  g820  g979  g74  g1799  g1330  g229  g469  g758  g2083  g719  g1093  g1671  g129  g2047  g433  g1263  g1917  g52  g1110  g1991  g483  g1372  g552  g230  g779  g430  g1049  g2203  g481  g1055  g1196  g819  g1738  g1613  g1862  g803  g823  g1292  g1730  g753  g532  g1579  g400  g1198  g1606  g828  g976  g2258  g937  g123  g153  g2049  g2146  g255  g335  g437  g85  g1036  g1386  g1387  g1601  g1706  g2144  g2157  g422  g50  g585  g589  g742  g783  g836  g846  g1453  g1764  g1775  g1894  g571  g1158  g1536  g1829  g1915  g1916  g879  g1090  g1099  g1283  g1776  g182  g188  g2162  g2230  g842  g849  g1295  g1662  g975  g1804  g2240  g373  g607  g1116  g1159  g372  g812  g867  g1089  g1220  g1795  g1887  g1914  g276  g1279  g1624  g1735  g54  g597  g956  g1007  g1021  g119  g1375  g780  g1022  g1347  g1839  g236  g546  g941  g1876  g799  g1067  g1770  g444  g554  g365  g1974  g417  g707  g1746  g190  g2199  g602  g655  g2156  g744  g796  g1084  g1224  g268  g666  g67  g1301  g1621  g2099  g244  g378  g484  g555  g903  g1088  g1142  g1201  g1518  g1649  g1773  g1962  g657  g970  g1493  g1634  g169  g1924  g1964  g2279  g415  g449  g998  g2192  g510  g89  g1066  g107  g137  g1443  g1517  g1784  g1857  g2104  g2175  g2300  g504  g575  g695  g1734  g1822  g2136  g2241  g289  g604  g688  g912  g1068  g1070  g1105  g1122  g1246  g1286  g1522  g1587  g159  g1853  g1942  g1944  g2022  g2127  g2217  g2301  g256  g424  g756  g901  g965  g973  g1016  g1315  g1317  g1348  g1460  g1686  g1765  g1928  g1992  g2227  g2276  g442  g632  g639  g76  g1  g1017  g1042  g1206  g1215  g1217  g1291  g1309  g1312  g1318  g1325  g1378  g1392  g1416  g1486  g1496  g1700  g1873  g1956  g2209  g3  g315  g606  g636  g865  g972  g1002  g1187  g1203  g1221  g1226  g1273  g1302  g1351  g1370  g1384  g1405  g1424  g1436  g1479  g1489  g1524  g1548  g1565  g1608  g1655  g1710  g1716  g1751  g1909  g191  g1968  g1979  g2106  g2116  g2186  g264  g288  g384  g477  g499  g573  g590  g612  g667  g694  g733  g761  g794  g801  g832  g837  g873  g881  g891  g90  g906  g951  g1005  g1008  g1023  g1151  g1228  g1262  g1308  g1324  g139  g141  g142  g1434  g1445  g1457  g1458  g1462  g1490  g151  g1535  g1577  g1599  g1626  g1656  g1661  g1697  g1714  g1761  g1800  g1803  g1823  g1837  g1863  g1929  g1930  g1949  g1977  g1994  g2000  g2016  g2039  g205  g2053  g2080  g2081  g2114  g214  g2151  g217  g2207  g2247  g2289  g2295  g251  g258  g279  g37  g381  g388  g397  g450  g465  g490  g497  g522  g533  g558  g594  g615  g642  g643  g665  g714  g715  g736  g745  g747  g798  g80  g800  g808  g817  g861  g875  g932  g933  g94 g742  g879  g255  g1804  g2157  g1601  g2199  g236  g417  g1764  g1003  g174  g1896  g1955  g603  g910  g1434  g2046  g2159  g975  g976  g2000  g422  g2144  g799  g1862  g1030  g1353  g1924  g1579  g823  g1776  g1084  g1829  g2083  g2258  g597  g1911  g153  g2047  g1263  g575  g483  g1348  g1698  g2241  g1066  g1662  g695  g819  g1088  g1007  g972  g1347  g372  g129  g1158  g123  g1295  g1386  g2  g442  g783  g836  g846  g1116  g1387  g1460  g1606  g1915  g1916  g335  g585  g589  g956  g2203  g276  g1196  g1914  g188  g849  g1198  g2156  g3  g1207  g842  g1091  g1536  g901  g1369  g1655  g325  g1730  g338  g509  g780  g1723  g187  g1624  g1944  g433  g1055  g1735  g400  g190  g2049  g2230  g758  g1036  g1309  g951  g85  g1389  g246  g545  g1327  g1974  g1980  g424  g1273  g1436  g229  g655  g1954  g554  g555  g1319  g1074  g1194  g1645  g1706  g1799  g1372  g1006  g1370  g2136  g54  g1283  g1375  g1775  g373  g1021  g336  g971  g719  g982  g380  g214  g1649  g1887  g2050  g1032  g1105  g1738  g1962  g1022  g1110  g1704  g571  g1392  g1484  g828  g1302  g1664  g2146  g532  g707  g2104  g1090  g1741  g606  g632  g1308  g1659  g2175  g566  g1330  g2117  g493  g50  g941  g1599  g1894  g36  g970  g1462  g1888  g1992  g586  g602  g1023  g1220  g25  g67  g753  g1151  g1576  g1932  g1979  g2131  g348  g469  g1286  g1656  g1909  g2228  g801  g840  g1017  g1768  g2192  g639  g1453  g1496  g845  g1217  g151  g1581  g1708  g2227  g230  g499  g1093  g1315  g142  g1538  g26  g289  g642  g666  g747  g1099  g1201  g1206  g1250  g166  g2042  g2162  g2303  g903  g933  g965  g988  g1215  g1493  g2040  g650  g733  g841  g881  g998  g1343  g1427  g1577  g1626  g1682  g191  g744  g1132  g1291  g141  g1531  g1597  g1634  g165  g169  g1714  g1884  g209  g2097  g2118  g2207  g2240  g453  g462  g501  g796  g1  g1008  g1067  g1279  g1292  g1384  g1414  g1443  g1497  g1548  g1621  g1770  g1772  g1839  g1881  g1917  g1930  g1942  g2127  g2186  g558  g667  g74  g795  g859  g867  g912  g937  g1016  g1076  g1089  g1422  g1673  g1746  g1784  g1823  g1882  g2116  g2209  g2231  g2276  g248  g46  g527  g1012  g1013  g105  g1054  g1072  g1298  g1488  g1535  g1594  g1628  g1671  g1710  g1803  g182  g1853  g2088  g2163  g2266  g262  g368  g444  g449  g474  g582  g607  g714  g731  g891  g922  g1004  g1301  g1335  g1498  g1694  g1759  g1762  g1795  g1850  g1868  g1883  g1945  g1957  g1994  g2039  g2086  g2089  g2114  g2213  g222  g2253  g2301  g294  g437  g481  g543  g544  g590  g761  g820  g873  g883  g905  g1002  g1042  g1061  g107  g108  g1112  g1157  g1187  g1224  g1261  g1264  g1266  g1268  g1287  g1318  g1324  g1341  g137  g1377  g1405  g1417  g1426  g1445  g1489  g1518  g1522  g1529  g1587  g1608  g1613  g1697  g1699  g17  g1702  g1734  g1742  g1797  g1867  g1901  g1920  g1929  g1931  g1935  g1949  g1991  g2009  g205  g2075  g2080  g2167  g2198  g2208  g2235  g2279  g2285  g2289  g242  g251  g252  g268  g29  g291  g378  g419  g430  g443  g45  g450  g455  g463  g536  g552  g615  g635  g645  g647  g653  g657  g665  g702  g77  g771  g788  g789  g794  g797  g812  g814  g857 and the outcome. In both strategies, a prediction distance is to be specified to obtain a predicted class, as described in Section III. Ties are indicated as 'NA' in the predicted classes.
Specific outputs to visualise multiple 'omics data sets integration.
Several types of graphical outputs are available to support interpretation of the statistical results. To represent samples, plotIndiv displays component scores from each 'omics data set individually. Such type of plot enable to visualise the agreement between all data sets at the sample level. The plotArrow function also enables similar visualisation (see Section II). The function plotDiablo is a matrix scatterplot of the components from each data set for a given dimension; it enables to check whether the pairwise correlation between two 'omics has been modelled according to the design. The function circosPlot shows pairwise correlations among the selected features over all data sets. Features are represented on the side of the circos plot, with colours indicating the type of data, and external (optional) lines display expression levels for each outcome category. It is an extension of the method used in plotVar, cim and network (see González et al. 2012 ).
Parameters tuning. The first parameter to choose in DIABLO is the design matrix, which can be specified based on either prior biological knowledge, or by using a preliminary multivariate method integrating two data sets at a time (e.g. PLS) to assess the potential common information between data sets in an unsupervised analysis. In addition, the function plotDIABLO run on all features (non sparse model) can further confirm the suitability of the design to maximise the correlations between data sets. By default the design links each data set to the outcome Y. Similar to PLS-DA, the number of components ncomp needs to be specified. We usually found that K − 1 components were sufficient to discriminate the sample classes but this should be further assessed with the model performance and graphical outputs (see our example 4 and Suppl. V).
Finally and most importantly, the number of features to select per data set and per component needs to be specified with the list argument keepX. The tune function evaluates the performance of the model over a grid of different keepX parameters using repeated cross-validation, based on the (balanced) classification error rate, with a parallelisation option (argument cpus). Note that this tuning step might become cumbersome as there might be numerous combinations to evaluate. A constraint tuning is also available, see Section III. Our experience shows that a minimal error rate could be attained with a rather small number of features per component and data set (<20, Singh et al. 2016 ). However, the user can enlarge the search grid to ensure a sufficiently large number of selected features when the focus is on the downstream biological interpretation (e.g. enrichment analyses).
Usage in mixOmics. Figure 4 displays some of the graphical outputs when performing Nintegration. The multi-'omics breast cancer study analysed include mRNA (P 1 = 200), miRNA (P 2 = 184) and proteomics (P 3 = 142) data that were normalised and drastically filtered for illustrative purpose in this manuscript. The data were divided into a training set composed of N = 150 samples and an external test set of N test = 70 samples where the proteomics data are missing (see details in Singh et al. 2016 ). The aim of N-integration is to identify a highly correlated multi-'omics signature discriminating the breast cancer subgroups Luminal A, Her2 and Basal. Figure 4A displays the matrix design and the sample correlation between each component from each data set, B the sample plots for each data set, C our different feature plots and D a clustered image map of the multi-'omics signature. The full pipeline, results interpretation and associated R code is available in Electronic Suppl. V. A0ES A0EW A0EX A06P A133 A0DS A0RH A0RO A0CS A18S A0JF A146 A0AZ A0I8 A1AL A12A A0BQ A0EI A0B0 A0DV A0EA A0T6 A0BM A0SH A0T7 A0YL A1B1 A0IK A0J5 A0H7 A0BP A0DP A0E1 A0EU A0TZ A0CD A12X A0AS A07Z A04A A0FD A12H A0CT A15R A0BS A140 A0RM A12B A0SU A0W5 A0XS A0X0 A0IO A08T A0FS A0W4 A1BD A18N A08A A1AV A09A A0XN A08Z A086 A1AP A1AK A0I9 A0XW A18P A18F A1AT A12Y A0RV A0RG A08O A0DK A03L A15E A1AU A12T A07I A15L A12P A04W A128 A13Z A09G A12Q A135 A09X A0RX A152 A0D1 A0T1 A0A7 A12D A08X A0TX A1B0 A0WX A0I2 A12L A137 A18R A0DA A150 A131 A0G0 A0EQ A0AR A0T2 A0FL A04P A08L A0AV A0JL A12V A0AL A0RT A094 A0EE A14P A1B6 A14X A0U4 A1AI A13E A0B3 A124 A0XU A0T0 A07R A0E0 A147 A04U A0B9 A0D2 A0FJ A04D A04T A0YM A1AZ A0CM A0D0 A0AT A143 A0SX A1AY A0SK A0CE 
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V. P-integration across independent data sets with MINT
The integration of independent data sets measured on the same common P features under similar conditions or treatments (Figure 1) is a useful approach to increase sample size and gain statistical power. In this context, the challenge is to accommodate for systematic differences that arise due to differences between protocols, geographical sites or the use of different technological platforms to generate the same type of 'omics data (e.g. transcriptomics). The systematic unwanted variation, also called 'batch-effect', often acts as a strong confounder in the statistical analysis and may lead to spurious results and conclusions if it is not accounted for in the statistical model.
Method.
MINT (Rohart et al., 2016a) is an extension of the multi-group PLS framework (mg-PLS, Eslami et al. 2013b Eslami et al. , 2014 , where 'groups' represent independent studies, to a supervised framework with feature selection. MINT seeks to identify a common projection space for all studies that is defined on a small subset of discriminative features and that display an analogous discrimination of the samples across studies.
We combine M datasets denoted X (1) (N 1 × P), X (2) (N 2 × P), ..., X (M) (N M × P) measured on the same P predictors but from independent studies, with N = ∑ M m=1 N m . Each data set X (m) , m = 1, . . . , M, has an associated dummy outcome Y (m) in which all K classes are represented. We denote X (N × P) and Y (N × K) the concatenation of all X (m) and Y (m) respectively. In the MINT particular framework, each feature of the datasets X (m) and Y (m) is centered and scaled. For each component h, MINT solves :
where a h and b h are the global loadings vectors common to all studies, t
h b h are the partial PLS-components that are study specific. Residual (deflated) matrices are calculated for each iteration of the algorithm based on the global components and loading vectors (see Rohart et al. 2016a ). Thus the MINT algorithm models the study structure during the integration process. The penalisation parameter λ controls the amount of shrinkage and thus the number of non zero weights in the global loading vector a. Similarly to sPLS-DA (Section III) MINT selects a combination of features on each PLS-component.
Specific graphical outputs. The set of partial components t (m)
h , h = 1, ..., H provides studyspecific outputs in plotIndiv. These graphics can act as a quality control step to detect studies that cluster outcome classes differently to other studies (i.e. 'outlier' studies). The function plotLoadings displays the coefficients weights of the features globally selected by the model but represented individually in each study. Visualisation of the global loading vectors is also available. Note the projection into the Y-space is of not useful in MINT.
Parameters tuning. We take advantage of the independence between studies to evaluate the performance based on a novel CV technique called 'Leave-One-Group-Out Cross-Validation' (Rohart et al., 2016a) . LOGOCV performs CV where each group m is left out once. The aim is to reflect a realistic prediction of independent external studies. The tune function implements LOGOCV to choose the optimal number of features keepX or the optimal set of features keepX.constraint to select in X, as described in the earlier Sections. Note that LOGOCV cannot be repeated (no nrepeat argument) as this type of cross-validation is not random. Figure 5 displays some of the graphical outputs when performing Pintegration with mixOmics. We combined four independent transcriptomics stem cell studies that measure the expression levels of 400 genes across 125 samples (cells). The data were normalised and drastically filtered for illustrative purpose in this manuscript. The cells were classified into Fibroblasts, hESC and hiPSC. The aim of this P− integration analysis is to identify a robust molecular signature across all studies to discriminate the three different cell types. After applying MINT via the mint.plsda and mint.splsda functions, generic visualisations functions of the mixOmics R-package like plotIndiv, cim and plotLoadings can be used. Figure 5 displays some outputs easily obtained by calls to those functions. Figure 5A 
Usage in mixOmics.
hiPS Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast Fibroblast
Conclusions
The technological race in high-throughput biology lead to increasingly complex biological problems which require innovative statistical and analytical tools. Our package mixOmics focuses on data exploration and data mining, that are crucial steps for a first understanding of large data sets. In this article we presented our latest methods to answer cutting-edge integrative and multivariate questions in biology. In particular, our supervised frameworks DIABLO and MINT substantially extend the key PLS-DA method to perform Nand Pintegration of multiple data sets, classification and class prediction of external studies. Combined together, those two framework bear the promise of NP-integration (combine multiple studies that each have several type of data). The sparse version of our methods are particularly insightful to identify molecular signatures across those multiple data sets. Feature selection resulting from our methods help to refine biological hypotheses, suggest downstream analyses including statistical inference analyses, and may propose biological experimental validations. Indeed, multivariate methods include appealing properties to mine and analyse large and complex biological data, as they allow more relaxed assumptions about data distribution, data size (n << p) and data range than univariate methods, and provide insightful visualisations. In addition, the identification of a combination of discriminative features meet biological assumptions that cannot be addressed with univariate methods. Nonetheless, we believe that combining different types of statistical methods (univariate, multivariate, machine learning) is the key to answer complex biological questions. However, such questions must be well stated, in order for those exploratory integrative methods to provide meaningful results, and especially for the non trivial case of multiple data integration.
We illustrated our different frameworks on classical 'omics data, however, mixOmics methods can also be applied to data beyond the realm of 'omics as long as they are expressed as continuous values. Our future work will include extensive development for other types of data, such as genotypic as well as time course biological data. Finally, while our manuscript focused mainly on supervised methodologies, the package also include their unsupervised counterparts to investigate relationships and associations between features with no prior phenotypic or response information.
Availability and requirements
The R package mixOmics is available from the CRAN (R Core Team, 2016), with tutorials and newsletter updates available from our website www.mixOmics.org.
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